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Suggested answers to case study questions: Andrew James Pike and Deep 
Builders Limited 
 

Disclosure and inspection have now taken place. The only documents of which you have 
received disclosure and inspection from the defendant are the costs of repairs to the truck 
and the cost of the damaged materials. You have disclosed all Andrew Pike’s receipts in 
relation to his special damages claim along with his hospital and GP notes. The defendant 
is still denying liability, causation and quantum. 
 
 
Question 1: Acting for Andrew Pike, consider what points you will have to prove at trial. 
 
As a general rule, you will need to prove everything that Deep Builders Limited have not 
admitted in relation to liability, causation and quantum. The easiest way to ascertain what 
these are is to go back and look at your Particulars of Claim to see what you alleged on 
behalf of Andrew Pike, look at the Defence and Counterclaim and your Reply and Defence 
to Counterclaim. 
 
Once you have done that it will become evident in this case that you will need to prove 
that John Deep negligently drove into a collision with Andrew Pike (and all those 
allegations particularised in paragraph 3 of the Particulars of Claim), that the accident 
caused the injuries (as there is now some doubt as a result of Edgar Higgins report that all 
the injuries complained of are as a result of the accident) and the extent of the personal 
injuries and financial losses. 
 
 
Question 2: If the defendant’s solicitors refuse to accept any of your points how will you 

prove those points and what steps will you have to take prior to trial? 
 

In relation to the liability issues, you have the witness statement of Andrew Pike. Despite 
your investigations there were no witnesses to the accident as far as you are aware and 
there were no skid marks on the road. You are able to adduce this evidence at trial as you 
have secured a direction from the court at the CMC. The PTC will finalise the use of this 
evidence orally and the court will give directions on this as a result of the PTC. 
 
In relation to causational issues you have the medical evidence of Edgar Higgins and 
original records and notes. Again the CMC set directions for medical evidence to be relied 
upon and adduced. You will need to seek a direction from the court in the PTC if you want 
Mr Higgins to give oral evidence at trial. 
 
In relation to quantum issues you have the above medical report and the receipts and 
documents for the special damages claim. The original documents will appear in the trial 
bundle and no direction is required. 
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Exchange of witness statements has now taken place. You act for Andrew Pike and 
exchanged only one witness statement, that of Andrew Pike based on his original proof of 
evidence. The defendant exchanged a witness statement of John Deep denying that he 
was responsible for the accident. They also disclosed a witness statement of Raquel Hake 
along with a Hearsay Notice. Read Raquel Hake’s statement and the Hearsay Notice. 
 
 
Question 3: Consider how you would respond to this Notice and consider the weight of 

her evidence at trial. What are the possible lines of attack on her evidence? 
 
Raquel Hake’s evidence will all be hearsay in the sense that she is not attending court. 
The Civil Evidence Act and the CPR require that notice be given that such evidence is to 
be adduced. The Notice must be served at the same time as the date for service of 
witness statements, which it was done in this case. Although such evidence will be 
admissible the judge still has to decide what weight to attach to it. Here the witness made 
the statement some time after the accident. Her statement may not carry much weight 
however as she has only given a temporary address and it may be pertinent that she 
walked away from the accident rather than offer any assistance either to persons injured 
or to the police. She did not act as a ‘good citizen’. Her motives for coming forward later 
may not be unbiased. Her evidence therefore may not be very credible. 
 
You should consider the strategic use of CPR Parts 32, 33 and 34 in this case: 
 

 Is the evidence damaging? How much time is justified in seeking to deal with this 
evidence? 

 Should we seek permission to call her if we can find her? How do we do this? 
When do we make this application? 

 Challenge or seek details of the steps taken by the defendant’s solicitors to find 
her. 

 If we decide to seek to call her could there be problems in doing this? Could she 
become a ‘hostile’ witness or merely uncooperative? What is the effect of this? 

 Even if we seek the permission of the court to call her should we also put in place 
steps to enable us to attack the credibility of her evidence? We may not find her. 

 
On balance attacking credibility and/or calling Raquel Hake pursuant to CPR Part 33.4 
and 33.5 are good options to take and both can be done at the same time to help put your 
client in the best position, in light of this potentially damming evidence. 
 
To further reduce the weight the judge gives to this evidence it is important that the 
claimant puts himself in the position of being able either to attack the character of this 
absent witness or the grounds that have been stated as the reasons why she is not being 
called.  
 
It is open to the claimant to seek to call Raquel themselves for cross-examination if they 
can find her. Based on the information we have here we may not be able to find her. 
However it may be prudent to make both the application to cross examine and serve a 
Notice to Attack the Credibility of Raquel Hake.  
 

http://fdslive.oup.com/www.oup.com/orc/resources/law/lpc/civillit16_17/student/case_materials/ch17/andrew_witness_ch17.pdf
http://fdslive.oup.com/www.oup.com/orc/resources/law/lpc/civillit16_17/lecturer/case_materials/ch17/andrew_notice_ch17.pdf
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Question 4: What options do you have and prepare any documentation that you think 

may be necessary to carry out the step/s you have set out 
 

This is a Notice which only needs to be served on the Deep Builders Limited and not filed 
at court. It will appear in the trial bundle and give the trial advocate the opportunity to raise 
credibility issues with the judge in the hope of reducing even further the weight attached to 
the statement. 
 
Read the suggested Notice. 

http://fdslive.oup.com/www.oup.com/orc/resources/law/lpc/civillit16_17/lecturer/case_materials/ch17/andrew_notice_ch17.pdf

